
 2 “Because the steak takes  
up almost half the grill,  

I had to eat the meal at 9 p.m. 
The manager didn’t want me 
to do it any earlier in the night 
because it would have slowed 
down dinner service.”

 4 “This is more than six pounds 
of food! Honestly, I thought 

I’d finish it faster since I once ate 
an 87-ounce steak in 15 minutes 
(this one took me 30). I blame it 
on the fact that, although I asked 
for the steak medium rare, it 
came out medium well. My jaw 
hurt by the end.”

 3 “Sometimes I expand my 
stomach by drinking gallons 

of water or eating more than 
10 pounds of watermelon. But I 
didn’t train for this one since I’d 
just finished a 6-pound burger 
the night before. During my 
weekend in Seattle, I did six 
different challenges.”

 5 “I always listen to music 
while I’m eating; I think 

it helps me go faster. My 
playlist includes Ke$ha, Avril 
Lavigne, the Dixie Chicks and 
some Eminem to man it up.  
I also try to time it so that  
’N Sync’s ‘Bye Bye Bye’ comes 
on right as I’m finishing.”

 1 “I picked Wedgwood Broiler’s 
food challenge over another 

steak one nearby because of all of 
the crazy things—like tomato juice 
and milk—that it includes. Plus, I 
knew no one had completed it, so  
I wanted to be the first.”

 6 “This is me posing with 
co-owner Alycien Cockbain 

post-challenge. I wasn’t even 
completely full—when one of  
the guys watching offered to buy 
me a celebratory beer, I took him 
up on it!”

Winner Eats All
No one was able to beat a Seattle restaurant’s steak-dinner challenge 
for 45 years—until one hungry customer came along.

Seattle

Santel’s goal is to complete a challenge in every state. 
Check out his touring schedule at randysantel.com, 
or e-mail eatingchallenge@hearst.com to suggest his 
next stop.

Follow
Randy!
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On the Road

One of the first things you see when you enter 
Seattle’s Wedgwood Broiler restaurant is a framed sign advertising 
a free steak dinner, with a catch: To earn it, you have to finish  
a 72-ounce top sirloin, a baked potato or 10 fries, a side salad, a 
cup of soup, a slice of French bread, a scoop of ice cream, a glass 
of tomato juice and a cup of coffee, tea or milk in less than an 
hour. The restaurant (8230 35th Ave. NE; wedgwoodbroiler.com) 
started the contest more than 45 years ago, and although one or 
two customers attempt it each year, no one has succeeded until 
now. A few months ago, Randy Santel, a construction manager 
and bodybuilder from Overland Park, KS, devoured the whole 
dinner in just under 42 minutes—then proudly took back the $75 
deposit the restaurant required for him to attempt the meal. It 
wasn’t Santel’s first eating challenge; in fact, it wasn’t even his first 
one that day. He ate three liters of ramen that morning and went 
on to finish a 3½-pound burger with a pound of fries at another 
restaurant the next day. Santel walked us through what it took to 
become the Wedgwood Broiler steak challenge’s first victor:
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